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Over the last decade I have met many of the top technical 
analysis "gurus" as well as shared experiences with thousands 
of newcomers. The common element I've discovered among 
investors who use technical analysis, regardless of their 
expertise, is the desire to learn more. 

No single book, nor any collection of books, can provide a 
complete explanation of technical analysis. Not only is the 
field too massive, covering every thing from Federal Reserve 
reports to Fibonacci Arcs, but it is also evolving so quickly 
that anything written today becomes incomplete (but not 
obsolete) tomorrow. 

Armed with the above knowledge and well aware of the 
myriad of technical analysis books that are already available, I 
feel there is a genuine need for a concise book on technical 
analysis that serves the needs of both the novice and veteran 
investor. That is what I have strived to create. 

The first half of this book is for the newcomer. It is an 
introduction to technical analysis that presents bas ic concepts 
and terminology. The second half is a reference that is 
designed for anyone using technical analysis. It contains 
concise explanations of numerous technical analysis tools in a 
reference format. 

When my father began using technical analysis thirty years 
ago, many people considered technical analysis just another 
1960's adventure into the occult. Today, technical analysis is 
accepted as a viable analytical approach by most universities 
and brokerage firms. Rarely are large investments made 
without reviewing the technical climate. Yet even with its 
acceptance, the number of people who actually perform 
technical analysis remains relatively small. It is my hope that 
this book will increase the awareness and use of technical 
analysis, and in turn, imp rove the results of those who practice 
it. 

"Information is pretty thin stuff, unless mixed with 
experience."  

-Clarence Day, 1920 

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS  

Technical analysis 

Should I buy today? What will prices be tomorrow, next week, 
or next year? Wouldn't investing be easy if we knew the 
answers to these seemingly simple questions? Alas, if you are 
reading this book in the hope that technical analysis has the 

answers to these questions, I'm afraid I have to disappoint you 
early--it doesn't. However, if you are reading this book with 
the hope that technical analysis will improve your investing, I 
have good news--it will! 

Some history 

The term "technical analysis" is a complicated sounding name 
for a very basic approach to investing. Simply put, technical 
analysis is the study of prices, with charts being the primary 
tool. 

The roots of modern-day technical analysis stem from the 
Dow Theory, developed around 1900 by Charles Dow. 
Stemming either directly or indirectly from the Dow Theory, 
these roots include such principles as the trending nature of 
prices, prices discounting all known information, confirmation 
and divergence, volume mirroring changes in price, and 
support/resistance. And of course, the widely followed Dow 
Jones Industrial Average is a direct offspring of the Dow 
Theory. 

Charles Dow's contribution to modern-day technical analysis 
cannot be understated. His focus on the basics of security price 
movement gave rise to a completely new method of analyzing 
the markets. 

The human element 

The price of a security represents a consensus. It is the price at 
which one person agrees to buy and another agrees to sell. The 
price at which an investor is willing to buy or sell depends 
primarily on his expectations. If he expects the security's price 
to rise, he will buy it; if the investor expects the price to fall, 
he will sell it. These simple statements are the cause of a 
major challenge in forecasting security prices, because they 
refer to human expectations. As we all know firsthand, 
humans are not easily quantifiable nor predictable. This fact 
alone will keep any mechanical trading system from working 
consistently. 

Because humans are involved, I am sure that much of the 
world's investment decisions are based on irrelevant criteria. 
Our relationships with our family, our neighbors, our 
employer, the traffic, our income, and our previous success 
and failures, all influence our confidence, expectations, and 
decisions. 

Security prices are determined by money managers and home 
managers, students and strikers, doctors and dog catchers, 
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lawyers and landscapers, and the wealthy and the wanting. 
This breadth of market participants guarantees an element of 
unpredictability and excitement. 

Fundamental analysis 

If we were all totally logical and could separate our emotions 
from our investment decisions, then, fundamental analysis the 
determination of price based on future earnings, would work 
magnificently. And since we would all have the same 
completely logical expectations, prices would only change 
when quarterly reports or relevant news was released. 
Investors would seek "overlooked" fundamental data in an 
effort to find undervalued securities. 

The hotly debated "efficient market theory" states that security 
prices represent everything that is known about the security at 
a given moment. This theory concludes that it is impossible to 
forecast prices, since prices already reflect everything that is 
currently known about the security. 

The future can be found in the past 

If prices are based on investor expectations, then knowing 
what a security should sell for (i.e., fundamental analysis) 
becomes less important than knowing what other investors 
expect it to sell for. That's not to say that knowing what a 
security should sell for isn't important--it is. But there is 
usually a fairly strong consensus of a stock's future earnings 
that the average investor cannot disprove. 

"I believe the future is only the past again, entered through 
another gate."  

- Sir Arthur Wing Pinero, 1893 

Technical analysis is the process of analyzing a security's 
historical prices in an effort to determine probable future 
prices. This is done by comparing current price action (i.e., 
current expectations) with comparable historical price action 
to predict a reasonable outcome. The devout technician might 
define this process as the fact that history repeats itself while 
others would suffice to say that we should learn from the past. 

The roulette wheel 

In my experience, only a minority of technicians can 
consistently and accurately determine future prices. However, 
even if you are unable to accurately forecast prices, technical 
analysis can be used to consistently reduce your risks and 
improve your profits. 

The best analogy I can find on how technical analysis can 
improve your investing is a roulette wheel. I use this analogy 
with reservation, as gamblers have very little control when 
compared to investors (although considering the actions of 
many investors, gambling may be a very appropriate analogy). 

"There are two times in a man's life when he should not 
speculate: when he can't afford it, and when he can."  

- Mark Twain, 1897 

A casino makes money on a roulette wheel, not by knowing 
what number will come up next, but by slightly improving 
their odds with the addition of a "0" and "00." 

Similarly, when an investor purchas es a security, he doesn't 
know that its price will rise. But if he buys a stock when it is 
in a rising trend, after a minor sell off, and when interest rates 
are falling, he will have improved his odds of making a profit. 
That's not gambling--it's intelligence. Yet many investors buy 
securities without attempting to control the odds. 

Contrary to popular belief, you do not need to know what a 
security's price will be in the future to make money. Your goal 
should simply be to improve the odds of making profitable 
trades. Even if your analysis is as simple as determining the 
long-, intermediate-, and short-term trends of the security, you 
will have gained an edge that you would not have without 
technical analysis. 

Consider the chart of Merck in Figure 1 where the trend is 
obviously down and there is no sign of a reversal. While the 
company may have great earnings prospects and 
fundamentals, it just doesn't make sense to buy the security 
until there is some technical evidence in the price that this 
trend is changing. 

Figure 1 

 

Automated trading 

If we accept the fact that human emotions and expectations 
play a role in security pricing, we should also admit that our 
emotions play a role in our decision making. Many investors 
try to remove their emotions from their investing by using 
computers to make decisions for them. The concept of a 
"HAL," the intelligent computer in the movie 2001, is 
appealing. 
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Mechanical trading systems  can help us remove our emotions 
from our decisions. Computer testing is also useful to 
determine what has happened historically under various 
conditions and to help us optimize our trading techniques. Yet 
since we are analyzing a less than logical subject (human 
emotions and expectations), we must be careful that our 
mechanical systems don't mislead us into thinking that we are 
analyzing a logical entity. 

That is not to say that computers aren't wonderful technical 
analysis tools --they are indispensable. In my totally biased 
opinion, technical analysis software has done more to level the 
playing field for the average investor than any other non-
regulatory event. But as a provider of technical analysis tools, 
I caution you not to let the software lull you into believing 
markets are as logical and predictable as the computer you use 
to analyze them. 

PRICE FIELDS 

Price Fields  

Technical analysis is based almost entirely on the analysis of 
price and volume. The fields which define a security's price 
and volume are explained below. 

Open - This is the price of the first trade for the period (e.g., 
the first trade of the day). When analyzing daily data, the 
Open is especially important as it is the consensus price after 
all interested parties were able to "sleep on it." 

High - This is the highest price that the security traded during 
the period. It is the point at which there were more sellers than 
buyers (i.e., there are always sellers willing to sell at higher 
prices, but the High represents the highest price buyers  were 
willing to pay). 

Low - This is the lowest price that the security traded during 
the period. It is the point at which there were more buyers than 
sellers (i.e., there are always buyers willing to buy at lower 
prices, but the Low represents the lowest price sellers were 
willing to accept). 

Close - This is the last price that the security traded during the 
period. Due to its availability, the Close is the most often used 
price for analysis. The relationship between the Open (the first 
price) and the Close (the last price) are considered significant 
by most technicians. This relationship is emphasized in 
candlestick charts. 

Volume - This is the number of shares (or contracts) that were 
traded during the period. The relationship between prices and 
volume (e.g., increasing prices accompanied with increasing 
volume) is important. 

Open Interest - This is the total number of outstanding 
contracts (i.e., those that have not been exercised, closed, or 

expired) of a future or option. Open interest is often used as an 
indicator. 

Bid - This is the price a market maker is willing to pay for a 
security (i.e., the price you will receive if you sell). 

Ask - This is the price a market maker is willing to accept 
(i.e., the price you will pay to buy the security). 

These simp le fields are used to create literally hundreds of 
technical tools that study price relationships, trends, patterns, 
etc. 

Not all of these price fields are available for all security types, 
and many quote providers publish only a subset of these. 
Table 1 shows the typical fields that are reported for several 
security types. 

Table 1 
 Futures Mutual 

Funds 
Stocks Options 

Open Yes No Often Yes 
High Yes Closed end Yes Yes 
Low Yes Closed end Yes Yes 
Close Yes Yes 

(*NAV) 
Yes Yes 

Volume Yes Closed end Yes Yes 
Open 
Interest 

Yes N/A N/A Often 

Bid Intraday Closed end Intraday Intraday 
Ask Intraday Closed end Intraday Intraday 

* Net Asset Value 

CHARTS 

Charts 

The foundation of technical analysis is the chart. In this case, a 
picture truly is worth a thousand words. 

Line charts 

A line chart is the simplest type of chart. As shown in the 
chart of General Motors in Figure 2, the single line represents 
the security's closing price on each day. Dates are displayed 
along the bottom of the chart and prices are displayed on the 
side(s). 
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Figure 2 

 

A line chart's strength comes from its simplicity. It provides 
an uncluttered, easy to understand view of a security's price. 
Line charts are typically displayed using a security's closing 
prices. 

Bar charts 

A bar chart displays a security's open (if available), high, low, 
and closing prices. Bar charts are the most popular type of 
security chart. 

As illustrated in the bar chart in Figure 3, the top of each 
vertical bar represents the highest price that the security traded 
during the period, and the bottom of the bar represents the 
lowest price that it traded. A closing "tick" is displayed on the 
right side of the bar to designate the last price that the security 
traded. If opening prices are available, they are signified by a 
tick on the left side of the bar. 

Figure 3 

 

Volume bar chart 

Volume is usually displayed as a bar graph at the bottom of 
the chart (see Figure 4). Most analysts only monitor the 

relative level of volume and as such, a volume scale is often 
not displayed. 

Figure 4 

 

Figure 4 displays "zero-based" volume. This means the bottom 
of each volume bar represents the value of zero. However, 
most analysts prefer to see volume that is "relative adjusted" 
rather than zero-based. This is done by subtracting the lowest 
volume that occurred during the period displayed from all of 
the volume bars. Relative adjusted volume bars make it easier 
to see trends in volume by ignoring the minimum daily 
volume. 

Figure 5 

 

Figure 5 displays the same volume information as in the 
previous chart, but this volume is relative adjusted. 

Other chart types 

Security prices can also be displayed using other types of 
charts, such as candlestick, Equivolume, point & figure, etc. 
For brevity's sake, explanations of these charting methods 
appear only in Part II. 
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SUPPORT & RESISTANCE 

Support and Resistance 

Think of security prices as the result of a head-to-head battle 
between a bull (the buyer) and a bear (the seller). The bulls 
push prices higher and the bears push prices lower. The 
direction prices actually move reveals who is winning the 
battle. 

Using this analogy, consider the price action of Phillip Morris 
in Figure 6. During the period shown, note how each time 
prices fell to the $45.50 level, the bulls (i.e., the buyers) took 
control and prevented prices from falling further. That means 
that at the price of $45.50, buyers felt that investing in Phillip 
Morris was worthwhile (and sellers were not willing to sell for 
less than $45.50). This type of price action is referred to as 
support, because buyers are supporting the price of $45.50. 

Figure 6 

 

Similar to support, a "resistance" level is the point at which 
sellers take control of prices and prevent them from rising 
higher. Consider Figure 7. Note how each time prices neared 
the level of $51.50, sellers outnumbered buyers and prevented 
the price from rising. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 

 

The price at which a trade takes place is the price at which a 
bull and bear agree to do business. It represents the consensus 
of their expectations. The bulls think prices will move higher 
and the bears think prices will move lower. 

Support levels indicate the price where the majority of 
investors believe that prices will move higher, and resistance 
levels indicate the price at which a majority of investors feel 
prices will move lower. 

But investor expectations change with time! For a long time 
investors did not expect the Dow Industrials to rise above 
1,000 (as shown by the heavy resistance at 1,000 in Figure 8). 
Yet only a few years later, investors were willing to trade with 
the Dow near 2,500. 

Figure 8 

 

When investor expectations change, they often do so abruptly. 
Note how when prices rose above the resistance level of 
Hasbro Inc. in Figure 9, they did so decisively. Note too, that 
the breakout above the resistance level was accompanied with 
a significant increase in volume. 
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Figure 9 

 

Once investors accepted that Hasbro could trade above 
$20.00, more investors were willing to buy it at higher levels 
(causing both prices and volume to increase). Similarly, sellers 
who would previously have sold when prices approached 
$20.00 also began to expect prices to move higher and were 
no longer willing to sell. 

The development of support and resistance levels is probably 
the most noticeable and reoccurring event on price charts. The 
penetration of support/resistance levels can be triggered by 
fundamental changes that are above or below investor 
expectations (e.g., changes in earnings, management, 
competition, etc) or by self-fulfilling prophecy ( investors buy 
as they see prices rise). The cause is not as significant as the 
effect--new expectations lead to new price levels. 

Figure 10 shows a breakout caused by fundamental factors. 
The breakout occurred when Snapple released a higher than 
expected earnings report. How do we know it was higher than 
expectations? By the resulting change in prices following the 
report! 

Figure 10 

 

Other support/resistance levels are more emotional. For 
example, the DJIA had a tough time changing investor 
expectations when it neared 3,000 (see Figure 11). 

Figure 11 

 

Supply and demand 

There is nothing mysterious about support and resistance--it is 
classic supply and demand. Remembering "Econ 101" class, 
supply/demand lines show what the supply and demand will 
be at a given price. 

The "supply" line shows the quantity (i.e., the number of 
shares) that sellers are willing to supply at a given price. When 
prices increase, the quantity of sellers also increases as more 
investors are willing to sell at these higher prices. 

The "demand" line shows the number of shares that buyers are 
willing to buy at a given price. When prices increase, the 
quantity of buyers decreases as fewer investors are willing to 
buy at higher prices. 

At any given price, a supply/demand chart (see Figure 12) 
shows how many buyers and sellers there are. For example, 
the following chart shows that, at the price of 42-1/2, there 
will be 10 buyers and 25 sellers. 
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Figure 12 

 

Support occurs at the price where the supply line touches the 
left side of the chart (e.g., 27-1/2 on the above chart). Prices 
can't fall below this amount, because no sellers are willing to 
sell at these prices. Resistance occurs at the price where the 
demand line touches the left side of the chart (e.g., 47-1/2). 
Prices can't rise above this amount, because there are no 
buyers willing to buy at these prices. 

In a free market these lines are continually changing. As 
investor expectations change, so do the prices buyers and 
sellers feel are acceptable. A breakout above a resistance level 
is evidence of an upward shift in the demand line as more 
buyers become willing to buy at higher prices. Similarly, the 
failure of a support level shows that the supply line has shifted 
downward. 

The foundation of most technical analysis tools is rooted in the 
concept of supply and demand. Charts of security prices give 
us a superb view of these forces in action. 

Traders' remorse 

Following the penetration of a support/resistance level, it is 
common for traders to question the new price levels. For 
example, after a breakout above a resistance level, buyers and 
sellers may both question the validity of the new price and 
may decide to sell. This creates a phenomena I refer to as 
"traders' remorse" where prices return to a support/resistance 
level following a price breakout. 

Consider the breakout of Phillip Morris in Figure 13. Note 
how the breakout was followed by a correction in the price 
where prices returned to the resistance level. 

 

 

 

Figure 13 

 

The price action following this remorseful period is crucial. 
One of two things can happen. Either the consensus of 
expectations will be that the new price is not warranted, in 
which case prices will move back to their previous level; or 
investors will accept the new price, in which case prices will 
continue to move in the direction of the penetration. 

If, following traders' remorse, the consensus of expectations is 
that a new higher price is not warranted, a classic "bull trap" 
(or "false breakout") is created. As shown in the Figure 14, 
prices penetrated the resistance level at $67.50 (luring in a 
herd of bulls who expected prices to move higher), and then 
prices dropped back to below the resistance level leaving the 
bulls holding overpriced stock. 

Figure 14 

 

Similar sentiment creates a bear trap. Prices drop below a 
support level long enough to get the bears to sell (or sell short) 
and then bounce back above the support level leaving the 
bears out of the market (see Figure 15). 
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Figure 15 

 

The other thing that can happen following traders' remorse is 
that investors expectations may change causing the new price 
to be accepted. In this case, prices will continue to move in the 
direction of the penetration (i.e., up if a resistance level was 
penetrated or down if a support level was penetrated). [See 
Figure 16.] 

Figure 16 

 

A good way to quantify expectations following a breakout is 
with the volume associated with the price breakout. If prices 
break through the support/resistance level with a large 
increase in volume and the traders' remorse period is on 
relatively low volume, it implies that the new expectations 
will rule (a minority of investors are remorseful). Conversely, 
if the breakout is on moderate volume and the "remorseful" 
period is on increased volume, it  implies that very few 
investor expectations have changed and a return to the original 
expectations (i.e., original prices) is warranted. 

Resistance becomes support 

When a resistance level is successfully penetrated, that level 
becomes a support level. Similarly, when a support level is 
successfully penetrated, that level becomes a resistance level. 

An example of resistance changing to support is shown in 
Figure 17. When prices broke above the resistance level of 
$45.00, the level of $45.00 became the new support level. 

This is because a new "generation" of bulls who didn't buy 
when prices were less than $45 (they didn't have bullish 
expectations then) are now anxious to buy anytime prices 
return near the $45 level. 

Figure 17 

 

Similarly, when prices drop below a support level, that level 
often becomes a resistance level that prices have a difficult 
time penetrating. When prices approach the previous support 
level, investors seek to limit their losses by selling (see Figure 
18). 

Review 

I kept discussions of price action, investor expectations, and 
support/ resistance as concise as possible. However, from my 
experience working with investors, I am thoroughly convinced 
that most investors could significantly improve their 
performance if they would pay more attention to the 
underlying causes effecting security prices: investor 
expectations and supply/demand. 

The following is a very brief review of the support/resistance 
concepts discussed in this section. 
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Figure 18 

 

1. A security's price represents the fair market value as 
agreed between buyers  (bulls) and sellers (bears). 

2. Changes in price are the result of changes in investor 
expectations of the security's future price. 

3. Support levels occur when the consensus is that the price 
will not move lower. It is the point where buyers 
outnumber sellers. 

4. Resistance levels occur when the consensus is that the 
price will not move higher. It is the point where sellers 
outnumber buyers. 

5. The penetration of a support or resistance level indicates a 
change in investor expectations and a shift in the 
supply/demand lines. 

6. Volume is useful in determining how strong the change of 
expectations really is. 

7. Traders' remorse often follows the penetration of a 
support or resistance level as prices retreat to the 
penetrated level.  

TRENDS 

Trends  

In the preceding section, we saw how support and resistance 
levels can be penetrated by a change in investor expectations 
(which results in shifts of the supply/demand lines). This type 
of a change is often abrupt and "news based." 

In this section, we'll review "trends." A trend represents a 
consistent change in prices (i .e., a change in investor 
expectations). Trends differ from support/resistance levels in 
that trends represent change, whereas support/resistance levels 
represent barriers to change. 

As shown in Figure 19, a rising trend is defined by 
successively higher low-prices. A rising trend can be thought 
of as a rising support level--the bulls are in control and are 
pushing prices higher. 

 

Figure 19 

 

Figure 20 shows a falling trend. A falling trend is defined by 
successively lower high-prices. A falling trend can be thought 
of as a falling resistance level--the bears are in control and are 
pushing prices lower. 

Figure 20 

 

Just as prices penetrate support and resistance levels when 
expectations change, prices can penetrate rising and falling 
trendlines. Figure 21 shows the penetration of Merck's falling 
trendline as investors no longer expected lower prices. 

Note in Figure 21 how volume increased when the trendline 
was penetrated. This is an important confirmation that the 
previous trend is no longer intact. 
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Figure 21 

 

As with support and resistance levels, it is common to have 
traders' remorse following the penetration of a trendline. This 
is illustrated in Figure 22. 

Figure 22 

 

Again, volume is the key to determining the significance of 
the penetration of a trend. In the above example, volume 
increased when the trend was penetrated, and was weak as the 
bulls tried to move prices back above the trendline. 

MOVING AVERAGES  

Moving Averages 

Moving averages are one of the oldest and most popular 
technical analysis tools. This chapter describes the basic 
calculation and interpretation of moving averages. Full details 
on moving averages are provided in Part Two. 

A moving average is the average price of a security at a given 
time. When calculating a moving average, you specify the 
time span to calculate the average price (e.g., 25 days). 

A "simple" moving average is calculated by adding the 
security's prices for the most recent "n" time periods and then 

dividing by "n." For example, adding the closing prices of a 
security for most recent 25 days and then dividing by 25. The 
result is the security's average price over the last 25 days. This 
calculation is done for each period in the chart. 

Note that a moving average cannot be calculated until you 
have "n" time periods of data. For example, you cannot 
display a 25-day moving average until the 25th day in a chart. 

Figure 23 shows a 25-day simple moving average of the 
closing price of Caterpillar. 

Figure 23 

 

Since the moving average in this chart is the average price of 
the security over the last 25 days, it represents the consensus 
of investor expectations over the last 25 days. If the security's 
price is above its moving average, it means that investor's 
current expectations (i.e., the current price) are higher than 
their average expectations over the last 25 days, and that 
investors are becoming increasingly bullish on the security. 
Conversely, if today's price is below its moving average, it 
shows that current expectations are below average 
expectations over the last 25 days. 

The classic interpretation of a moving average is to use it to 
observe changes in prices. Investors typically buy when a 
security's price rises above its moving average and sell when 
the price falls below its moving average. 

Time periods in moving averages 

"Buy" arrows were drawn on the chart in Figure 24 when 
Aflac's price rose above its 200-day moving average; "sell" 
arrows were drawn when Aflac's price fell below its 200-day 
moving average. (To simplify the chart, I did not label the 
brief periods where Aflac crossed its moving average for only 
a few days.) 
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Figure 24 

 

Long-term trends are often isolated using a 200-day moving 
average. You can also use computer software to automatically 
determine the optimum number of time periods. Ignoring 
commissions, higher profits are usually found using shorter 
moving averages. 

Merits 

The merit of this type of moving average system (i.e., buying 
and selling when prices penetrate their moving average) is that 
you will always be on the "right" side of the market--prices 
cannot rise very much without the price rising above its 
average price. The disadvantage is that you will always buy 
and sell late. If the trend doesn't last for a significant period of 
time, typically twice the length of the moving average, you'll 
lose money. This is illustrated in Figure 25. 

Figure 25 

 

Traders' remorse 

Moving averages often demonstrate traders' remorse. As 
shown in Figure 26, it is very common for a security to 
penetrate its long-term moving average, and then return to its 
average before continuing on its way. 

Figure 26 

 

You can also use moving averages to smooth erratic data. The 
charts in Figure 27 show the 13 year history of the number of 
stocks making new highs (upper chart) and a 10-week moving 
average of this value (lower chart). Note how the moving 
average makes it easier to view the true trend of the data. 

Figure 27 

 

INDICATORS 

Indicators 

An indicator is a mathematical calculation that can be applied 
to a security's price and/or volume fields. The result is a value 
that is used to anticipate future changes in prices. 

A moving average fits this definition of an indicator: it is a 
calculation that can be performed on a security's price to yield 
a value that can be used to anticipate future changes in prices. 

The following chapters contain numerous examples of 
indicators. I'll briefly review one simple indicator here, the 
Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD). 
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MACD 

The MACD is calculated by subtracting a 26-day moving 
average of a security's price from a 12-day moving average of 
its price. The result is an indicator that oscillates above and 
below zero. 

When the MACD is above zero, it means the 12-day moving 
average is higher than the 26-day moving average. This is 
bullis h as it shows that current expectations (i.e., the 12-day 
moving average) are more bullish than previous expectations 
(i.e., the 26-day average). This implies a bullish, or upward, 
shift in the supply/demand lines. When the MACD falls below 
zero, it means that the 12-day moving average is less than the 
26-day moving average, implying a bearish shift in the 
supply/demand lines. 

Figure 28 shows Autozone and its MACD. I labeled the chart 
as "Bullish" when the MACD was above zero and "Bearish" 
when it was below zero. I also displayed the 12- and 26-day 
moving averages on the price chart. 

Figure 28 

 

A 9-day moving average of the MACD (not of the security's 
price) is usually plotted on top of the MACD indicator. This 
line is referred to as the "signal" line. The signal line 
anticipates the convergence of the two moving averages (i.e., 
the movement of the MACD toward the zero line). 

The chart in Figure 29 shows the MACD (the solid line) and 
its signal line (the dotted line). "Buy" arrows were drawn 
when the MACD rose above its signal line; "sell" arrows were 
drawn when the MACD fell below its signal line. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29 

 

Let's consider the rational behind this technique. The MACD 
is the difference between two moving averages of price. When 
the shorter-term moving average rises above the longer-term 
moving average (i.e., the MACD rises above zero), it means 
that investor expectations are becoming more bullish (i.e., 
there has been an upward shift in the supply/demand lines). By 
plotting a 9-day moving average of the MACD, we can see the 
changing of expectations (i.e., the shifting of the 
supply/demand lines) as they occur. 

Leading versus lagging indicators 

Moving averages and the MACD are examples of trend 
following, or "lagging," indicators. [See Figure 30.] These 
indicators are superb when prices move in relatively long 
trends. They don't warn you of upcoming changes in prices, 
they simply tell you what prices are doing (i.e., rising or 
falling) so that you can invest accordingly. Trend following 
indicators have you buy and sell late and, in exchange for 
missing the early opportunities, they greatly reduce your risk 
by keeping you on the right side of the market. 

Figure 30 

 

As shown in Figure 31, trend following indicators do not work 
well in sideways markets. 
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Figure 31 

 

Another class of indicators are "leading" indicators. These 
indicators help you profit by predicting what prices will do 
next. Leading indicators provide greater rewards at the 
expense of increased risk. They perform best in sideways, 
"trading" markets. 

Leading indicators typically work by measuring how 
"overbought" or "oversold" a security is. This is done with the 
assumption that a security that is "oversold" will bounce back. 
[See Figure 32.] 

Figure 32 

 

What type of indicators you use, leading or lagging, is a matter 
of personal preference. It has been my experience that most 
investors (including me) are better at following trends than 
predicting them. Thus, I personally prefer trend following 
indicators. However, I have met many successful investors 
who prefer leading indicators. 

Trending prices versus trading prices 

There have been several trading systems and indicators 
developed that determine if prices are trending or trading. The 
approach is that you should use lagging indicators during 
trending markets and leading indicators during trading 

markets. While it is relatively easy to determine if prices are 
trending or trading, it is extremely difficult to know if prices 
will trend or trade in the future. [See Figure 33.] 

Figure 33 

 

Divergences 

A divergence occurs when the trend of a security's price 
doesn't agree with the trend of an indicator. Many of the 
examples in subsequent chapters demonstrate divergences. 

The chart in Figure 34 shows a divergence between Whirlpool 
and its 14-day CCI (Commodity Channel Index). [See page .] 
Whirlpool's prices were making new highs while the CCI was 
failing to make new highs. When divergences occur, prices 
usually change direction to confirm the trend of the indicator 
as shown in Figure 34. This occurs because indicators are 
better at gauging price trends than the prices themselves. 

Figure 34 

 

LINE STUDIES  

Line Studies 

Line studies are technical analysis tools that consist of lines 
drawn on top of a security's price and/or indicator. These 
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include the support, resistance, and trendline concepts already 
discussed. 

Figure 39 illustrates several line studies. These and numerous 
additional studies are explained in later chapters. 

Figure 39 

 

PERIODICITY 

Periodicity 

Regardless of the "periodicity" of the data in your charts (i.e., 
hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, etc), the basic principles of 
technical analysis endure. Consider the following charts of a 
Swiss Franc contract shown in Figures 40, 41, and 42. 

Figure 40 

 

 

 

 

Figure 41 

 
 

Figure 42 

 

Typically, the shorter the periodicity, the more difficult it is to 
predict and profit from changes in prices. The difficulty 
associated with shorter periodicities is compounded by the fact 
that you have less time to make your decisions. 

"While we stop and think, we often miss our opportunity." 
- Publilius Syrus, 1st century B.C. 

Opportunities exist in any time frame. But I have rarely met a 
successful short-term trader who wasn't also successful a long-
term investor. And I have met many investors who get caught 
by the grass-is-greener syndrome believing that shorter-and-
shorter time periods is the secret to making money--it isn't. 

THE TIME ELEMENT 

The Time Element 

The discussion that began on page explained the open, high, 
low, and closing price fields. This section presents the time 
element. 
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Much of technical analysis focuses on changes in prices over 
time. Consider the effect of time in the following charts, each 
of which show a security's price increase from $25 to around 
$45. 

Figure 43 shows that Merck's price increased consistently over 
a 12-month time period. This chart shows that investors 
continually reaffirmed the security's upward movement. 

Figure 43 

 

As shown in Figure 44, Disney's price also moved from 
around $25 to $45, but it did so in two significant moves. This 
shows that on two occasions investors believed the security's 
price would move higher. But following the first bidding war, 
a period of time had to pass before investors accepted the new 
prices and were ready to move them higher. 

Figure 44 

 

The pause after the rapid increase in Disney's price is a typical 
phenomena. People have a difficult time accepting new prices 
suddenly, but will accept them over time. What once looked 
expensive may one day look cheap as expectations evolve. 

This is an interesting aspect of point and figure charts, because 
point and figure charts totally disregard the passage of time 
and only display changes in price. 

A Sample Approach 

There are many technical analysis tools in this book. The most 
difficult part of technical analysis may be deciding which tools 
to use! Here is an approach you might try. 

1. Determine the overall market condition. If you are trading 
equity-based securities (e.g., stocks), determine the trend 
in interest rates, the trend of the New York Stock 
Exchange, and of investor sentiment (e.g., read the 
newspaper). The object is  to determine the overall trend 
of the market.   

2. Pick the securities. I suggest that you pick the securities 
using either a company or industry you are familiar with, 
or the recommendation of a trusted analyst (either 
fundamental or technical). 

3. Determine the overall trend of the security. Plot a 200-day 
(or 39-week) moving average of the security's closing 
price. The best buying opportunities occur when the 
security has just risen above this long-term moving 
average. 

4. Pick your entry points. Buy and sell using your favorite 
indicator. However, only take positions that agree with 
overall market conditions.  

Much of your success in technical analysis will come from 
experience. The goal isn't to find the holy grail of technical 
analysis, it is to reduce your risks (e.g., by trading with the 
overall trend) while capitalizing on opportunities (e.g., using 
your favorite indicator to time your trades). As you gain 
experience, you will make better, more informed, and more 
profitable investments. 

"A fool sees not the same tree that a wise man sees."  
- William Blake, 1790 

CONCLUSION 

Conclusion 

This concludes the Introduction to Technical Analysis. I 
suggest you refer to Section Two while you continue to 
explore this exciting and potentially profitable pursuit. 

A fitting conclusion to an introduction on technical analysis is 
a list of lessons I have learned, both from others and the hard 
way. 

§ Don't compound your losses by averaging down (i.e., 
don't keep buying additional shares at lower prices). It is 
tempting to think that a loss "doesn't count" until the 
position is closed--but it does! 
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§ Anytime you own a security, ask yourself if you would 
buy it today. If you wouldn't buy it, you should consider 
selling it. 

§ Don't get distracted by others' investment prowess. Most 
investors only discuss their successes, threatening your 
focus and confidence. 

§ Wise investments aren't made with Ouija boards, they are 
made using logical approaches that minimize risks and 
maximize opportunities. 

§ Master the basics. Most investors spend their time looking 
for easy money (which is not an easy search) instead of 
learning the key factors to security prices--supply and 
demand.  

"Opportunities flit by while we sit regretting the chances we 
have lost..."  

- Jerome K. Jerome, 1889 
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BOLLINGER BANDS 

Overview 

Bollinger Bands are similar to moving average envelopes. The 
difference between Bollinger Bands and envelopes is 
envelopes are plotted at a fixed percentage above and below a 
moving average, whereas Bollinger Bands are plotted at 
standard deviation levels above and below a moving average. 
Since standard deviation is a measure of volatility, the bands 
are self-adjusting: widening during volatile markets and 
contracting during calmer periods. Bollinger Bands were 
created by John Bollinger. 

Interpretation 

Bollinger Bands are usually displayed on top of security 
prices, but they can be displayed on an indicator. These 
comments refer to bands displayed on prices. 

As with moving average envelopes, the basic interpretation of 
Bollinger Bands is that prices tend to stay within the upper- 
and lower-band. The distinctive characteristic of Bollinger 
Bands is that the spacing between the bands varies based on 
the volatility of the prices. During periods of extreme price 
changes (i.e., high volatility), the bands widen to become more 
forgiving. During periods of stagnant pricing (i.e., low 
volatility), the bands narrow to contain prices. 

Mr. Bollinger notes the following characteristics of Bollinger 
Bands. 

§ Sharp price changes tend to occur after the bands tighten, 
as volatility lessens. 

§ When prices move outside the bands, a continuation of 
the current trend is implied. 

§ Bottoms and tops made outside the bands followed by 
bottoms and tops made inside the bands call for reversals 
in the trend. 

§ A move that originates at one band tends to go all the way 
to the other band. This observation is useful when 
projecting price targets.  

Example 

The following chart shows Bollinger Bands on Exxon's prices. 

The Bands were calculated using a 20-day exponential moving 
average and are spaced two deviations apart. 

The bands were at their widest when prices were volatile 
during April. They narrowed when prices entered a 
consolidation period later in the year. The narrowing of the 
bands increases the probability of a sharp breakout in prices. 
The longer prices remain within the narrow bands the more 
likely a price breakout. 

 

Calculation 

Bollinger Bands are displayed as three bands. The middle 
band is a normal moving average. In the following formula, 
"n" is the number of time periods in the moving average (e.g., 
20 days). 

 

The upper band is the same as the middle band, but it is 
shifted up by the number of standard deviations (e.g., two 
deviations). In this next formula, "D" is the number of 
standard deviations. 

 

The lower band is the moving average shifted down by the 
same number of standard deviations (i.e., "D"). 

 

Mr. Bollinger recommends using "20" for the number of 
periods in the moving average, calculating the moving average 
using the "simple" method (as shown in the formula for the 
middle band), and using 2 standard deviations. He has also 
found that moving averages of less then 10 periods do not 
work very well. 
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MACD 

Overview 

The MACD ("Moving Average Convergence/Divergence") is 
a trend following momentum indicator that shows the 
relationship between two moving averages of prices. The 
MACD was developed by Gerald Appel, publisher of Systems 
and Forecasts. 

The MACD is the difference between a 26-day and 12-day 
exponential moving average. A 9-day exponential moving 
average, called the "signal" (or "trigger") line is plotted on top 
of the MACD to show buy/sell opportunities. (Appel specifies 
exponential moving averages as percentages. Thus, he refers 
to these three moving averages as 7.5%, 15%, and 20% 
respectively.) 

Interpretation 

The MACD proves most effective in wide-swinging trading 
markets. There are three popular ways to use the MACD: 
crossovers, overbought/oversold conditions, and divergences. 

Crossovers 

The basic MACD trading rule is to sell when the MACD falls 
below its signal line. Similarly, a buy signal occurs when the 
MACD rises above its signal line. It is also popular to buy/sell 
when the MACD goes above/below zero. 

Overbought/Oversold Conditions 

The MACD is also useful as an overbought/oversold indicator. 
When the shorter moving average pulls away dramatically 
from the longer moving average (i.e., the MACD rises), it is 
likely that the security price is overextending and will soon 
return to more realistic levels. MACD overbought and 
oversold conditions exist vary from security to security. 

Divergences 

A indication that an end to the current trend may be near 
occurs when the MACD diverges from the security. A bearish 
divergence occurs when the MACD is making new lows while 
prices fail to reach new lows. A bullish divergence occurs 
when the MACD is making new highs while prices fail to 
reach new highs. Both of these divergences are most 
significant when they occur at relatively overbought/oversold 
levels. 

Example 

The following chart shows Whirlpool and its MACD. 

 

I drew "buy" arrows when the MACD rose above its signal 
line and drew "sell" when the MACD fell below its signal line. 

This chart shows that the MACD is truly a trend following 
indicator--sacrificing early signals in exchange for keeping 
you on the right side of the market. When a significant trend 
developed, such as in October 1993 and beginning in February 
1994, the MACD was able to capture the majority of the 
move. When the trend was short lived, such as in January 
1993, the MACD proved unprofitable. 

Calculation 

The MACD is calculated by subtracting the value of a 26-day 
exponential moving average from a 12-day exponential 
moving average. A 9-day dotted exponential moving average 
of the MACD (the "signal" line) is then plotted on top of the 
MACD. 
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MONEY FLOW INDEX 

Overview 

The Money Flow Index ("MFI") is a momentum indicator that 
measures the strength of money flowing in and out of a 
security. It is related to the Relative Strength Index, but where 
the RSI only incorporates prices, the Money Flow Index 
accounts for volume. 

Interpretation 

The interpretation of the Money Flow Index is as follows: 

§ Look for divergence between the indicator and the price 
action. If the price trends higher and the MFI trends lower 
(or vice versa), a reversal may be imminent. 

§ Look for market tops to occur when the MFI is above 80. 
Look for market bottoms to occur when the MFI is below 
20.  

Example 

The following chart shows Intel and its 14-day Money Flow 
Index. 

 

Divergences at points "A" and "B" provided leading 
indications of the reversals that followed. 

Calculation 

The Money Flow Index requires a series of calculations. First, 
the period's Typical Price is calculated. 

 

Next, Money Flow (not the Money Flow Index) is calculated 
by multiplying the period's Typical Price by the volume. 

 

If today's Typical Price is greater than yesterday's Typical 
Price, it is considered Positive Money Flow. If today's price is 
less, it is considered Negative Money Flow. 

Positive Money Flow is the sum of the Positive Money over 
the specified number of periods. Negative Money Flow is the 
sum of the Negative Money over the specified number of 
periods. 

The Money Ratio is then calculated by dividing the Positive 
Money Flow by the Negative Money Flow. 

 

Finally, the Money Flow Index is calculated using the Money 
Ratio. 
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VOLUME 

Overview 

Volume is simply the number of shares (or contracts) traded 
during a specified time frame (e.g., hour, day, week, month, 
etc). The analysis of volume is a basic yet very important 
element of technical analysis. Volume provides clues as to the 
intensity of a given price move. 

Interpretation 

Low volume levels are characteristic of the indecisive 
expectations that typically occur during consolidation periods 
(i.e., periods where prices move sideways in a trading range). 
Low volume also often occurs during the indecisive period 
during market bottoms. 

High volume levels are characteristic of market tops when 
there is a strong consensus that prices will move higher. High 
volume levels are also very common at the beginning of new 
trends (i.e., when prices break out of a trading range). Just 
before market bottoms, volume will often increase due to 
panic-driven selling. 

Volume can help determine the health of an existing trend. A 
healthy up-trend should have higher volume on the upward 
legs of the trend, and lower volume on the downward 
(corrective) legs. A healthy downtrend usually has higher 
volume on the downward legs of the trend and lower volume 
on the upward (corrective) legs. 

Example 

The following chart shows Merck and its volume. 

 

Prices peaked at the end 1991 following a long rally. This was 
followed by a price decline (trendline "A1"). Notice how 
volume was relatively high during this price decline (trendline 
"A2"). The increase in volume during the price decline 

showed that many investors would sell when prices declined. 
This was bearish. 

Prices then tried to rally (trendline "B1"). However, volume 
decreased dramatically (trendline "B2") during this rally. This 
showed that investors were not willing to buy, even when 
prices were rising. This too, was bearish. 

This pattern continued throughout the decline in 1992 and 
1993. When prices rallied, they did so on decreased volume. 
When prices declined, they did so on increased volume. This 
showed, again and again, that the bears were in control and 
that prices would continue to fall. 
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CANDLESTICKS - JAPANESE 

Overview 

In the 1600s, the Japanese developed a method of technical 
analysis to analyze the price of rice contracts. This technique 
is called candlestick charting. Steven Nison is credited with 
popularizing candlestick charting and has become recognized 
as the leading expert on their interpretation. 

Candlestick charts display the open, high, low, and closing 
prices in a format similar to a modern-day bar-chart, but in a 
manner that extenuates the relationship between the opening 
and closing prices. Candlestick charts are simply a new way of 
looking at prices, they don't involve any calculations. 

Each candlestick represents one period (e.g., day) of data. 
Figure 45 displays the elements of a candle. 

 

Interpretation 

I have met investors who are attracted to candlestick charts by 
their mystique--maybe they are the "long forgotten Asian 
secret" to investment analysis. Other investors are turned-off 
by this mystique--they are only charts, right? Regardless of 
your feelings about the heritage of candlestick charting, I 
strongly encourage you to explore their use. Candlestick charts 
dramatically illustrate changes in the underlying 
supply/demand lines. 

Because candlesticks display the relationship between the 
open, high, low, and closing prices, they cannot be displayed 
on securities that only have closing prices, nor were they 
intended to be displayed on securities that lack opening prices. 
If you want to display a candlestick chart on a security that 
does not have opening prices, I suggest that you use the 

previous day's closing prices in place of opening prices. This 
technique can create candlestick lines and patterns that are 
unusual, but valid. 

The interpretation of candlestick charts is based primarily on 
patterns. The most popular patterns are explained below. 

Bullish Patterns 

 

Long white (empty) line. This is a bullish line. 
It occurs when prices open near the low and 
close significantly higher near the period's high. 

 

Hammer. This is a bullish line if it occurs after 
a significant downtrend. If the line occurs after 
a significant up-trend, it is called a Hanging 
Man. A Hammer is identified by a small real 
body (i.e., a small range between the open and 
closing prices) and a long lower shadow (i.e., 
the low is significantly lower than the open, 
high, and close). The body can be empty or 
filled-in. 

 

Piercing line. This is a bullish pattern and the 
opposite of a dark cloud cover. The first line is 
a long black line and the second line is a long 
white line. The second line opens lower than 
the first line's low, but it closes more than 
halfway above the first line's real body. 

 

Bullish engulfing lines. This pattern is strongly 
bullish if it occurs after a significant downtrend 
(i.e., it acts as a reversal pattern). It occurs 
when a small bearish (filled-in) line is engulfed 
by a large bullish (empty) line. 

 

Morning star. This is a bullish pattern 
signifying a potential bottom. The "star" 
indicates a possible reversal and the bullish 
(empty) line confirms this. The star can be 
empty or filled-in. 
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Bullish doji star. A "star" indicates a reversal 
and a doji indicates indecision. Thus, this 
pattern usually indicates a reversal following an 
indecisive period. You should wait for a 
confirmation (e.g., as in the morning star, 
above) before trading a doji star. The first line 
can be empty or filled in. 

Bearish Patterns 

 

Long black (filled-in) line.  This is a bearish 
line. It occurs when prices open near the high 
and close significantly lower near the period's 
low. 

 

Hanging Man. These lines are bearish if they 
occur after a significant uptrend. If this pattern 
occurs after a significant downtrend, it is called 
a Hammer. They are identified by small real 
bodies (i.e., a small range between the open and 
closing prices) and a long lower shadow (i.e., 
the low was significantly lower than the open, 
high, and close). The bodies can be empty or 
filled-in. 

 

Dark cloud cover.  This is a bearish pattern. 
The pattern is more significant if the second 
line's body is below the center of the previous 
line's body (as illustrated). 

 

Bearish engulfing lines. This pattern is 
strongly bearish if it occurs after a significant 
up-trend (i.e., it acts as a reversal pattern). It 
occurs when a small bullish (empty) line is 
engulfed by a large bearish (filled-in) line. 

 

Evening star. This is a bearish pattern 
signifying a potential top. The "star" indicates a 
possible reversal and the bearish (filled-in) line 
confirms this. The star can be empty or filled-
in. 

 

Doji star. A star indicates a reversal and a doji 
indicates indecision. Thus, this pattern usually 
indicates a reversal following an indecisive 
period. You should wait for a confirmation 
(e.g., as in the evening star illustration) before 
trading a doji star. 

 

Shooting star.  This pattern suggests a minor 
reversal when it appears after a rally. The star's 
body must appear near the low price and the 
line should have a long upper shadow. 

Reversal Patterns 

 

Long-legged doji. This line often signifies a 
turning point. It occurs when the open and close 
are the same, and the range between the high 
and low is relatively large. 

 

Dragon-fly doji. This line also signifies a 
turning point. It occurs when the open and close 
are the same, and the low is significantly lower 
than the open, high, and closing prices. 

 

Gravestone doji. This line also signifies a 
turning point. It occurs when the open, close, 
and low are the same, and the high is 
significantly higher than the open, low, and 
closing prices. 

 

Star. Stars indicate reversals. A star is a line 
with a small real body that occurs after a line 
with a much larger real body, where the real 
bodies do not overlap. The shadows may 
overlap. 
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Doji star. A star indicates a reversal and a doji 
indicates indecision. Thus, this pattern usually 
indicates a reversal following an indecisive 
period. You should wait for a confirmation 
(e.g., as in the evening star illustration) before 
trading a doji star. 

Neutral Patterns 

 

Spinning tops. These are neutral lines. They 
occur when the distance between the high and 
low, and the distance between the open and 
close, are relatively small. 

 

Doji. This line implies indecision. The security 
opened and closed at the same price. These 
lines can appear in several different patterns. 
 
Double doji lines (two adjacent doji lines) 
imply that a forceful move will follow a 
breakout from the current indecision. 

 

Harami ("pregnant" in English). This pattern 
indicates a decrease in momentum. It occurs 
when a line with a small body falls within the 
area of a larger body. 
 
In this example, a bullish (empty) line with a 
long body is followed by a weak bearish (filled-
in) line. This implies a decrease in the bullish 
momentum. 

 

Harami cross. This pattern also indicates a 
decrease in momentum. The pattern is similar to 
a harami, except the second line is a doji 
(signifying indecision). 

Example 

The following chart of Corn illustrates several Japanese 
candlestick patterns and principles. 

 

You can see that advancing prices are usually accompanied 
with empty lines (prices opened low and closed higher) and 
that declines are accompanied with filled-in lines (prices 
opened high and closed lower). 

Bearish engulfing lines occurred at points "A" and "B" (and 
prices subsequently moved lowe r). Bullish white lines 
occurred at points "1," "2," and "3" (as prices moved higher). 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 


